Role of rec genes in SOS-induced inhibition of cell division in Escherichia coli.
The inhibition of cell division induced by bleomycin (BM) and UV irradiation in the set of rec mutants of E. coli K12 was studied. Data presented in this work indicate that BM treatment requires mainly the RecBC pathway for the induction of cell filamentation. In the recB21 mutant cell filamentation is delayed and reduced compared to the wild type. Cell filamentation is BM-induced with similar kinetics in strains with a proficient RecBC recombination pathway (rec+, recF143 and recN262), as well as in the strain with a fully expressed RecF pathway (recB21recC22sbcB15). Induction is completely abolished in the recB21recF143 double mutant. On the other hand cell filamentation was induced similarly by UV irradiation in all strains with a functional recF gene and in the strain with a fully operative RecF pathway, but it was delayed in the recF143 and recB21recF143 mutants.